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A B ST R A C T
A distributed system consists of a collection of processes which communicate with each
other exclusively through messages to achieve a common goal. These processes may run
concurrently on separate physical processors which are not connected to any global memory.
Local states of the processes are maintained in memories local to the processors running the
processes. In absence of a shared memory, processes communicate through messages. The
communication is asynchronous, and a message may take an arbitrary but finite amount
of time to move from one process to another. One main problem in distributed systems
is the possibility of deadlock. Processes are said to be deadlocked when some processes
are blocked on resource requests that can never be satisfied unless drastic systems action
is taken. This research work contributes in two approaches of deadlock - detection and
prevention.
Two distributed deadlock detection algorithms handling multiple outstanding requests
is proposed. The algorithms are proven to be correct: it detects all cycles and does not
detect false deadlocks. Also, some simulation results, comparing one of the proposed algo
rithms with some existing algorithms is also presented. Results of simulation show that the
proposed algorithm performs very well in the number of messages required for detecting a
cycle.
A new method of preventing deadlocks in resource sharing is proposed. The algorithm
is based on the notion of coloring the nodes of the waitfor graph. Rollback is quite less
compared to some existing algorithms.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION
A distributed computer system consists of a set of autonomous processes linked by a net
work. Processes in such an environment do not have any global memory, but communicate
through messages. Depending on the way the machines are connected in the network and
the time it takes for two machines to communicate with each other, each machine gets a par
tial view of the global state. The processes may vary in size and function. They may include
small microprocessors, workstations, minicomputers, and large general-purpose computer
systems. The four major reasons for building distributed systems are: resource sharing,
computation speedup, reliability, and communication.
The processes on these sites can use resources or share information local to them or
available over the network. The processes may request for resources in any order which is not
known a priori. The requested resources may be available or locked by other processes, thus
building a graph called wait-for graph. In general, resource sharing in a distributed system
provides mechanisms for sharing files (resources) at remote sites, processing information
in a distributed database, printing files at remote sites, using remote specialized hardware
devices and other operations.
If a particular computation can be partitioned into a number of subcomputations that
can run concurrently, then the availability of a distributed system may allow us to distribute
the computation among the various sites, to run it concurrently. If a particular site is
overloaded, some of the jobs may be moved to other lightly loaded processes. If a system
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is composed of a number of large autonomous installations, the failure of one of them
should not affect the rest. The failure of a processor can be detected by the system, and
appropriate action may be needed to recover from the failure. When the failed site recovers,
or is repaired, mechanisms must be available to integrate it back into the system smoothly.
The advantages of a distributed system are: predictable response, cost, extensibility, and
availability and reliability, while the disadvantages are loss of flexibility in the allocation of
memory and processing resources, dependence on network performance and reliability, and
security weaknesses.

D e a d lo c k
Processes are said to be deadlocked when some processes are blocked on resource requests
that can never be satisfied unless drastic systems action is taken. A resource can be a
hardware device (e.g., a tape drive) or a piece of information (e.g., a locked record in a data
base). A computer can normally have many different resources that can be acquired. Some
resources may be available in several identical instances, such as three tape drives, etc.
Any one of such instances can be used to satisfy any request for the resource. Deadlock has
become one of the main problems in the field of distributed systems as the set of the running
processes might request for the same resources and no single process can start executing
as each process is waiting on another process which is a part of this cycle. In other words,
once a deadlock occurs, the set of processes involved in the cycle will never do any useful
computation, unless the deadlock is broken by some action.
A deadlock situation can arise if and only if the following four conditions hold simulta
neously in a system:
1. M utual exclusion. Each resource is either correctly assigned to exactly one process or
is available.
2. Hold and wait. Processes currently holding resources granted earlier can request new
resources.
3. No preemption. Resources previously granted cannot be forcibly taken away from a

process. They must be explicitly released by the process holding them.
4. Circular wait. There must be a circular chain of two or more processes, each of which
is waiting for a resource held by the next member of the chain.
There are three ways of handling deadlocks - detection, prevention and avoidance. Dead
lock detection is the approach in which a deadlock is allowed to occur. Routines check for
the presence of deadlock and steps are taken to break the deadlock if one exists, generally
by aborting a process, canceling all its request messages and releasing all resources currently
held it. The advantages of deadlock detection routines are th at once the routines to detect
deadlock are developed, they can be used with any arbitrary system, while the disadvantage
is the run-time overhead. Detecting the deadlock in distributed environment is very hard
and selection of the victim process can have important repercussions for system perfor
mance. However, the selection of the process to be aborted is highly system-dependent and
hence it seems fruitful in finding a correct, low-overhead deadlock detection scheme. The
technique adopted in detecting a deadlock is based on sending messages along the edges of
the wait-for graph.
A number of algorithms have been proposed for detecting deadlocks in distributed sys
tems [2, 3, 29, 32, 36]. In distributed database system, the problem is to find cycles in a
distributed wait-for graph, where no single process knows the entire graph. Some algorithms
detect deadlocks by first constructing and then finding cycles in the transaction wait-for
graph (a directed graph where nodes represent transactions and edges represent the wait-for
relationships)[32], while some others use a probe technique. Probes are special messages
used to detect the cycles. Probes follow the edges of the wait-for graph to search for a cycle.
Some of the algorithms in the literature have been found to detect deadlocks which
do not exist. This situation is generally termed as false deadlocks. The disadvantage of
detecting false deadlocks is that processes are aborted unnecessarily, thus decreasing the
system performance. As the processes need to send messages across sites, the message
overhead increases, so is the increase in storage requirements, as processes have to store
wait-for information.
There are a number of reasons why distributed deadlock detection seems more attractive
than a centralized scheme. A centralized scheme is one in which a single agent (process)

is responsible for deadlock detection, while in the distributed scheme, no single site knows
the resource requirements of the entire system. The centralized scheme is vulnerable to
failures of the central detector. Once this central detector fails, it results in long delays
as a new central detector is to be found, and supplied with the up-to-date wait-for infor
mation. Also, due to the heavy traffic to and from the central detector, it constitutes a
performance bottleneck, limiting the performance of the database system. Bernstein, et
al.[l] give theoretical reasons for the predominance of short paths in wait-for graphs.
In deadlock prevention, the system is designed such that a deadlock can never occur,
which is taken care of by making sure th at the necessary and sufficient conditions for
deadlock are never met. The basic idea of deadlock prevention is to restart a process if the
system finds th at it will cause deadlock [18]. The methods adopted in [18, 34] to pre-allocate
all the requested resources no longer are feasible as the processes are d ata dependent. Hence
it is quite difficult to request the resources, as the required resources are not known a priori.
Even for the designer of these deadlock prevention algorithms, it is very hard to be sure
that the system will be really deadlock-free, as possible deadlocks can be easily overlooked
when reasoning informally about a system. Timestamp based synchronization techniques
can be used as a method of deadlock prevention. The technique adopted for preventing
deadlocks is based on the notion of coloring the nodes of the wait-for graph, and is built on
a signalling mechanism which can be implemented on an underlying routing protocol.
In deadlock avoidance, some knowledge of the future process behavior is used to con
strain the resource allocation to avoid deadlock in the system. Various schemes have been
proposed to avoid deadlock in a centralized scheme[20, 30]. Srimani, et. al.[37] have pro
posed a new heuristic algorithm to solve the problem of deadlock avoidance in a distributed
system with multiple resource types.
In this research we are concerned only with deadlock detection and prevention in dis
tributed systems.
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Chapter 2

DEADLOCK DETECTION
This chapter deals with methods of detecting deadlocks in resource sharing for distributed
systems. The algorithms are based on sending messages along the edges of the waitfor
graph. Algorithm 2.2[21, 22] is built on a prioritized signalling mechanism which can be
implemented on an underlying routing protocol, while Algorithm 2.3[23, 24] uses an update
message instead of probe messages. The algorithms support multiple resources and multi
ple outstanding requests. The proposed algorithms avoid the detection of false deadlocks,
and are capable of detecting deadlocks involving a subset of processes in the system. The
algorithms work well even when multiple nodes initiate the deadlock detection algorithm.
An informal argument of the proof of correctness of the proposed algorithms are also pre
sented. A comparison of the algorithms with other existing distributed deadlock detection
algorithms is also briefly presented.

2.1

R elated Work

In such a resource sharing environment, deadlock is a potential danger. When a set of
processes enter into such a state that each process waits for some other process in this
set to release a resource, all the processes are blocked indefinitely. In a shared memory
environment, a number of deadlock detection algorithms are available [10, 26, 35]. How
ever, in a distributed environment, the added complexity of these algorithms is due to the
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unpredictable propagation delays, and the consequent nonavailability of the global state.
With the exception of [2, 3, 4, 5, 6 , 15, 19, 36, 38] most of the other known deadlock de
tection algorithms [29, 32] first undergo a state collection process, and then detect possible
cycles in the waitfor graph. Due to inconsistency in the collected global state, many of
these algorithms are prone to false deadlocks[13]. The proposed algorithms utilize some
properties of the waitfor graph to minimize the state collection procedure, and embeds a
signalling mechanism to overcome false deadlocks. A new approach to detect deadlocks us
ing the concept of self-stabilization [8 , 12] is reported in [11]. Kshemkalyani, et. al.[27, 28]
attem pts a formal proof of the correctness of a deadlock detection/resolution algorithm and
suggests th at invariant-based techniques can be used to prove the correctness of distributed
algorithms.
Elmagarmid [10] shows that the proof of correctness of the algorithm by Obermarck[32]
is incorrect with the following observation: The portions of the wait-for graph that are
shipped around may not represent a consistent view of the global wait-for graph, since each
site takes its snapshot asynchronously. Knapp[26] shows that the algorithm by Chandy and
Misra[2] is incorrect, by providing a counterexample.

2.2

A lgorithm 2.2

In this universe of processes forming a distributed system, each component process has a set
of local resources owned and managed by it. A process however uses resources which may
or may not be local to it. A remote resource can be accessed by sending an explicit request
to the owner of that resource. Such resources are often not shareable - exclusive access
becomes necessary either due to hardware constraints, or due to software constraints like
consistency and determinacy. When one process needs a resource currently being used by
another process, it sends a request and waits for that resource to be released. It is assumed
that every process is well-behaved in as much as once it acquires a resource, it releases it
within a finite amount of time. It is fair to assume that no process has a prior knowledge
of the future resource requirements of any process, including itself, in the total system. In
the proposed algorithm all true deadlocks are detected and no false (phantom) deadlocks
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Figure 2.1: A sample waitfor graph.

are reported.

2 .2 .1

B a s ic C o n c ep ts

In this algorithm, a process is permitted to request a set of resources. A process can execute
only after it acquires all resources it has requested for [2, 3, 13, 29, 32]. As defined in [26],
this is an AND model of deadlock, which is strictly more general than the one-resource
model. Also the proposed algorithm belongs to the class of edge-chasing algorithms, since
the signals are propagated along the edges of the waitfor graph. Messages sent from process
A to process B are received by process B in the same order as they were sent.

2 .2 .2

T h e W a itfo r G raph

Let the distributed system be composed of a set of n processes {pi,P 2 ,P 3 , • • • ,Pn} which
are expected to share the resources in such a way that deadlock does not occur. A waitfor
graph is a graph which represents which process is waiting for which other process for the
purpose of acquiring a resource. A directed arc from some process pi to another process p%
(Figure 2.1) would thus mean that P3 is using (or waiting for) some resource which is also
required by p i, and p\ can use it only after ps releases that resource.
Observation 1: A node in the waitfor graph can have more than one outgoing edge and
more than one incoming edge.
As a process can make multiple resource requests, a node can have more than one
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outgoing edge. In some cases (discussed later), a node can have more than one incoming
edge. In the WFG, there could be many initial nodes (with zero incoming edges) and many
terminal nodes (with zero outgoing edges).
D efin itio n 1 In the waitfor graph, a node with zero outgoing edges will be called a terminal
node, and a node with zero incoming edges will be called an initial node.
L em m a 2.1 A node in the waitfor graph can have more than one outgoing edge and more
than one incoming edge.
Terminal nodes are said to be executing at the present moment and any node is eligible
to make a request for a resource.
Figure 2.1 shows a sample waitfor graph. p\, pi are the initial nodes and P4 , ps are the
terminal nodes.

2.2.3

Building a signalling mechanism

Before going into the details of the signalling mechanism, we define successor-set which has
im portant implications in the paper.
D efin itio n

2

A successor-set of a process contains all the owner processes of the resources

it has requested.
When a process p,• needs a resource owned by another process pj, it sends a request to
Pj, and sets up a provisional arc from p,- to pj (Figure 2.2). If the resource is available, then
the request is granted to p,-, and the provisional arc is removed. If on the other hand, the
resource is not available, then a message is forwarded to the last process pk which requested
for th at resource, and the provisional arc from Pi to pj is converted to a provisional arc
from pi to pk- The process pk eventually acknowledges this request which is communicated
to pi by sending an ack (acknowledgment) signal via pj, and the provisional arc from Pi to
Pk is converted to a true arc from p, to pk- The owner of the resource pj is now included
in p^s successor-set. We assume that when a signal is received by a process, the receiving
process knows the identity of the sending process.
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P3

9\
\

o— -o—
Pi

P2

^
Pi

^

P7

P7

(a)

P7

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.2: The building of a waitfor graph, (a) p 4 requests for a resource owned by pz- (b)
This resource is currently being used by pr, and ps is the last process in the queue for this
resource, (c) p$ eventually sends an ack[request] to p^.
The communication of the request and the acknowledgment signals between a pair of
processes is thus channelized through the owner of the concerned resource. For every re
source which a process owns, the process maintains a resource-queue of the processes waiting
for th a t resource. The waiting process maintains the successor-set containing the processes
it has requested for the resources. Once a resource is granted, the owner of th at resource
is deleted from the successor-set. When a process completes using a resource, it sends a
release signal to the owner of that resource, which acknowledges it, and reallocates that
resource to the next waiting process by sending a grant signal. This results in the removal
of an arc in the waitfor graph. A release signal is also sent when a process is preempted
due to any reason. One of the ways a process can be preempted is by rollback.
The pair of signals request, ackfrequest] constitutes an atomic action in as much as every
process receiving a request defers the decision about a subsequent request until it sends the
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,o
a—
a
Figure 2.3: Avoidance of deadlock in the signalling mechanism.

corresponding acknowledgment signal. However, this oversimplified signalling mechanism
itself is prone to deadlock. To break a possible deadlock in the signalling mechanism, we
use the process numbers associated with the nodes. As in a priority interrupt scheme,
requests with a higher process number would get a higher priority over requests with a
lower process number. A typical situation is illustrated in Figure 2.3. Here, process p2 is
trying to acquire a resource owned by pz, and pz is trying to acquire a resource held by p\
with no other processes currently competing for these resources. However, since the process
number contained in the request from pz is higher than the process number of p2, pz is
committed to accept and wait for pz to receive an ack[request] before pz can process and
send an acknowledgment to p2.
D efinition 3 A n initiator-set of a process pi is a set o f tuples (pj, pk), where pj is the
initiator and pk is the process from which pi received the find-deadlock message.

Once

process pi receives ackffalse(pj)] from all its successors, then all tuples containing pj as the
initiator are deleted from p,• ’s initiator-set.
In the present scheme, to detect a possible deadlock in the system, a process p,• would
send a find-deadlock (pi, p,) signal to all of its successor nodes. A find-deadlock signal is
initiated after pi has waited for a resource for at least time T[14]. The first param eter of
the find-deadlock signal denotes the process initiating the signal, while the second parameter
denotes the process sending the signal. If the successor node pj is a terminal node, it returns
an ackffalse(pi)] to the sender process down the edge of the waitfor graph, which implies
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that there is no deadlock. If however, the successor node, pj is not a terminal node, then it
forwards the find.deadlock(pi, p j) signal to its successors after updating the sending process
value (i.e., changing the second parameter of the find-deadlock signal. The forwarding
process stores the initiator of this find-deadlock signal (in this case, pf) in its initiator-set.
An acknowledgment is sent to the predecessor node only after an acknowledgment is received
from all of its successor nodes. An ack[false(pi)] would indicate the absence of a deadlock.
Once a node detects a deadlock, it broadcasts to all the processes in the tree of the waitfor
graph.
While detecting the absence of deadlocks is fairly straightforward, detecting the presence
of deadlocks poses a termination problem, since the waitfor graph becomes cyclic. The paper
[9] provides a simple solution to overcome this problem.
L em m a

2 . 2

The find-deadlock (pj, pk) signal received by pi is forwarded to the successors

of pi at most once.
The above approach makes sure that a cycle involving the initiator also is detected, but a
cycle not involving the initiator is never detected. When process pi receives find-deadlock(pj,
Pm), Pi has no way of determining whether it is a cycle or not. Hence the cycle not involving
the initiator goes undetected. This appears to have been the problem in the case of [3, 5]
also.

2.2.4

More about Signals

The set of signals introduced so far can be summarized as follows:
1

. request, ack[request]

2

. find-deadlock, ackffalse]

3. release, ackfrelease], grant.
These signals are supervisory signals and are distinct from the usual interprocess commu
nication signals, which are an integral part of the underlying computation. Any undesirable
interaction amongst these supervisory signals can be conveniently overcome by defining a
priority structure in accordance with their numerical ordering in the list — where request
has the lowest priority, and release and grant has the highest priority (Figure 2.4). To
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Figure 2.4: The priority structure amongst the signals.

ensure the absence of deadlock in the signalling mechanism itself, it is important to ensure
that for every signal s sent or forwarded by a node, the corresponding ack[s] 1 is eventually
received. Since a signal with a higher priority can interrupt the atomic action initiated
by another signal with a lower priority, the indefinite blocking is avoided with signals of
unequal priority levels. However, since the waitfor graph is a dynamic graph, an additional
complication is possible which needs careful attention.
Consider that a node p\ has received and forwarded a find-deadlock signal to its successor
P2 and is waiting for the acknowledgment. Meanwhile due to some reason, the process P2
has been aborted2, causing the removal of the arc from pi to P2 in the waitfor graph. In the
absence of this edge, the acknowledgment signal cannot return to p\ leading to a deadlock
in the signalling mechanism itself!
To overcome such problems, the following approach seems feasible:
D efinition 4 A node in the waitfor graph will be called a pending node, if it has initiated
or forwarded a signal but has not yet received the corresponding acknowledgment.
Lem m a 2.3 I f a pending node pk which has sent or forwarded a find-deadlock (pj, pk) signal
becomes a terminal node, then it should return an ack[false(pj)f to its predecessor. I f pk
1T he grant signal is o f type acknowledgment.
2Note that release has the highest priority for obvious reasons.
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becomes an initial node, then it should discard all the subsequent acknowledgments received
by it.
W ith this modification, there cannot be a deadlock involving signals of unequal priorities.
There is no apprehension of deadlock involving a number of find-deadlock signals originating
from different processes, since all such signals would flow in the same direction following
the directed edges of the waitfor graph. Similar observations are valid for the release signals
also. Thus, the signalling mechanism itself is free from deadlock.

2 .2 .5

S ig n a l H a n d lin g

The life of a process in this universe of processes can be described as follows:
[compute^
[send request; receive ackfrequest] or grant ]g
[receive request; handle request; send ack[request] ]p
[send release; receive ackfrelease]
[receive release; handle release; send ack[release] ]g
[send find-deadlock? ; receive ackffalse] ]g
[receive find-deadlock; process find-deadlock;
send ackffalse] or broadcast deadlock]
}
The algorithm for handling the signals request, release, grant and find-deadlock are outlined
below (using CSP notation[17]):
var
successor-set, initiator-set : set of processes;
r : resource;
q : array [l..r] of queue;
num : array [l..r] of integer;
term inal: boolean;
pending : boolean:
free, owner : array [l..r] of boolean;
{terminal is true only when the node is a terminal node;
pending is true only when the node has sent a find.deadlock signal and is waiting for
ackffalse];
initially, all the nodes are terminal nodes;
q is empty for every resource; pending = false; }
{process
receiving a request for a resource r from pj}
p jl request(r) —►
3T he find-deadlock signed is sent only by a process waiting for a resource.
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{This is received by the owner of r only}
\free[r] —>
\free[r] := false;
P j \ grant(r)g
]

-i free[r] -+
[tail.q[r]! request(r);
tail.q[r]? ackfrequest(r)]]
enqueue (pj, q[r]);
P j \ ack[request(r)]
]

]

{process pj receiving an ack[request(r)] from p^}
ack[request(r)] —>
[insert pk in pj's successor-set;
terminal := false;

Plz 1

{process p^ receiving a release o f a resource r from pj)
p jl release(r) —►
{This is received by the owner of r only}
[dequeue(pj,q[r]);
p! ackfrelease(r)]]
empty(r) —* free[r] := trueg
-> empty(r) —►head.q[r]! grant(r);
]

{process pj receiving an ack[release(r)] from p^}
Pkl ack[release(r)] —►{no action};
{process p: receiving a grant for resource r from p^}
Pkl grant (r) —>
[delete pk from p f s successor-set;
terminal := true;
use resource r;
]

{process pj initiating a find_deadlock(pj,pj) signal}
[send find.deadlock(pj,pj) signal to all processes in pj's successor-set;
insert (pj, p j ) in pj's initiator-set]
n um j(j) := number of elements in p j’s successor-set;
pending := true;
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{process
receiving a find_deadlock(pj,p8) signal}
[terminal —►ps\ ack[false(pj)]g
-i terminal —+
pending —*•
[pj = P k -+ BROADCAST DEADLOCKq
Pj ^ Pk
[(Pji Ps) € Pfc’s initiator-set OR p 3 € Pk's successor-set —*
BROADCAST DEADLOCK]Q
(pj, ps) £ p ^ s initiator-set —>
[pj 6 any of the tuples as an initiator in pk's initiator-set —>
insert (pj, ps) in pk's initiator-setg
Pj any of the tuples as an initiator in pjt’s initiator-set —►
[forward find.deadlock(pj,pk) to all processes in pk's successor-set;
insert (pj, p3) in pk's initiator-set;
num j(k) := number of elements in pk's successor-set;
]
]
]

-i pending —>
[pending := true;
forward find.deadlock(pj,pk) to all processes in pk's successor-set-,
insert (pj, ps) in pk s initiator-set-,
n u m j(k) := number of elements in pk's successor-set;
]

{process p^ receiving an ack[false(pj)] signal}
[num j(k) := n u m j(k)- 1 ;
n u m j(k) = 0 —►
[sender! ack[false(pj)]\
delete all tuples containing pj as the initiator from pk's initiator-set-,
]
]

2.2.6

Resolution

The above algorithm can be modified to handle the resolution of the deadlock cycle. For this,
each process except the initiator of the find.deadlock signal, includes its own process number
in the signal. Thus the process detecting the cycle knows the identities of the processes
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involved in this cycle. Once the cycle is detected, an ERASE message is propagated by
the process to be aborted such that this process is deleted from the initiator-set and the
successor-set of the processes involved in the cycle.
The deadlock resolution consists of the following steps:
1. The process p,- detecting the deadlock is chosen as the process to be aborted. Once
chosen, all signals received by p,- are discarded.
2. Process p,- initiates an ERASE message to all its successors, so that no process has
Pi

in its queue or as an element in any of the tuples in its initiator-set.

pi

is aborted

when it receives its own ERASE message back.
3. pi cancels all its requests, and releases all the resources it held.
4. Initiator-set and successor-set of pi are set to null.
One important point to note is that all the other find-deadlock signals initiated by other
processes are still in the initiator-sets of the processes, thus reducing the number of future
messages to detect any more cycles.

2 .2 .7

P r o o f o f C o rrectn ess

The absence of deadlock in the signalling mechanism has already been established in sec
tions 2.2.3 and 2.2.4. This subsection only deals with a proof of the absence of false dead
locks.
T h e o re m 2.1 The proposed algorithm only detects true deadlocks and no false deadlocks
are reported.
Proof: False deadlocks are detected when the collected global state is an inconsistent
one. In the proposed algorithm, in response to a find.deadlock(pj, pi) signal, deadlock is
detected if and only if pj receives the signal back, or any process pk receives find.deadlock(pj,
P i)

signal initiated by pj for the second time from process p;.
Since all signals propagate along the edges of the waitfor graph, one can conclude that

the initiator or one of its successor nodes may be involved in a circular waiting. If a cycle
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Figure 2.5: Distributed system with five processes.
exists and a process is abruptly terminated before broadcasting the deadlock or before
passing on the ack[false(pj)] signal to its predecessor node, then that predecessor node
becomes a terminal node, and it returns an ack[false(pj)], indicating th at the deadlock does
not exist. Thus only true deadlocks are detected.
End o f Proof
Note: Consider the case when a process aborts itself after broadcasting the deadlock
and before receiving its own ERASE message. However, in absence of a global clock, the
terms before and after do not have any global significance — these are only defined by the
happened-before relationship! This case therefore should not be considered as a case of a
false deadlock being detected.

2 .2 .8

E x a m p le

Consider a distributed system with five processes (Figure 2.5). As seen in the figure, pro
cesses P2 , P3 , and P4 are executing. p\ is waiting for resources from p2>Pa, and p$ while ps
is waiting for a resource held by p3.
Suppose p 2 completes its execution and releases the resource to p \. P2 is deleted from
the successor-set of p\. Now, if p3 needs a resource currently held by p\ then this request
would create a cycle involving processes pi, ps, and p3 (Figure 2.6). After a certain amount
of time, pi initiates a find.deadlock(pi,p\) signal and sends it to all the processes in its
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Figure 2.7: Resolving the deadlock by aborting pi from the system.
successor-set. On initiating the find.deadlock(p\,p\) signal, p\ became a pending node and
had pi in its initiator-set. Since p\ is a terminal node, it sends an ackffalse(pi)] back to pi,
while p 5 forwards the find.deadlock(pi,ps) signal to P3 , inserts p\ in its initiator-set, and
becomes a pending node, ps also forwards the find_deadlock(p\ ,ps) signal to p\ and inserts
pi in its initiator-set and becomes a pending node. By receiving the find-dead lock (pi ,p3 )
signal back, pi determines the existence of a cycle and broadcasts deadlock.
The resolution of the above deadlock cycle takes place as follows: pi on detecting the
deadlock cycle is chosen as the process to be aborted, pi cancels all its requests and releases
all the resources it held, pi also initiates and sends an ERASE message to all its successors.
Thus pi is eliminated from the queue, successor-set, and initiator-set of all the processes in
the system. On receiving the ERASE message back, pi is aborted from the system. Now
P3 and P4 will execute while ps waits for a resource from P3 as shown in Figure 2.7.
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2.3

A lgorithm 2.3

2 .3 .1

M o d e l D e sc r ip tio n

Messages sent from process A to process B are received by process B in the same order as
they were sent. To detect the presence of deadlock in the proposed algorithm we do not
use probe messages. Instead, we use an update message, one of its function being to check
for the occurrence of deadlock.
Each site in the network carries a unique site identifier called S ite J D (Figure 2.8).
Within the network a site maintains a certain portion of the database. Each site owns some
data objects and maintains a few transactions. Each data object is identified by a unique
identifier denoted by Data-obj. Every data object controlled by a site has a variable called
LockedJby. The variable LockedJby determines the current state of the d ata object. If the
data object is not locked by any transaction, LockedJby will store nil. Otherwise, it stores
the identification of the locking transaction.

D a ta O b je c ts
D a ta-ob j

D a ta -o b j

L ock ed .B y

L o ck ed .B y
T r a n s a c tio n s

T .ID
U p d ata_m essage

T .I D
U p d ata_m essage

Incom ing_E dge

In com in g-E d ge

O utgoing_E dge

O u tg o in g .E d g e

Figure 2.8: Transactions and D ata Objects in Site 5j.

Each transaction has a unique site identifier denoted by T J D . A transaction can use
data objects within its own site or make explicit requests for a data object in another site.
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As each site has a unique Site A D , and every transaction within a site has a unique T A D ,
the T A D can be considered to be unique throughout the network.
A transaction can be in one of three states : active, blocked, or waiting. A transaction is
said to be active if it is executing. It is said to be blocked when it has made a lockjrequest
for a specific data object and it was not granted access to that object. A transaction is in a
waiting state when it has made a request for a data object, but has not received the reply
yet.
The data structure for each transaction Tj at site S{ are: the set Incom ing JEdge{Ti), the
set Outgoing AJdge(Ti), a variable called State{Ti), and a variable called Update.message{Ti).
Given a transaction Tj, Incom ing.Edge(Ti) is the set of all transactions which have re
quested for a data object which is currently locked by Tj. Each element in the Incom ing JZdge{Ti)
set is a tuple (T j , D i ) where Tj is the requesting transaction and Dj is the specific data ob
ject requested by Tj. Outgoing-Edge(Tj) is the set of all transactions to which outstanding
requests are made by Tj. If a transaction Tj is in active state, Outgoing-Edge(Tj) is nil.
State{Ti) determines the current state of Tj. Update.message(Tj) will be used to store the
most recent update message that Tj has received.

2 .3 .2

E x p la n a tio n o f th e A lg o r ith m

Suppose a transaction Tj makes a lock request for a data object D j . If D j is free then
Dj

is granted to Tj and Locked-by(D j ) is set to Tj. If D j is not free then D j sends

a noLgranted message to Tj along with the transaction identifier locking D j (henceforth
called T j ) . Tj becomes an element in the Incoming.Edge[T j ) and T j becomes an element
in the Outgoing-Edge(Tj). Now Tj initiates an update message with T j as its parameter to
modify all the Update.message variables which are affected by the changes in Locked Jay
variable of the d ata objects. Update message is a recursive function call that will continue
updating all elements of every Incom ing.Edge in the chain.
When a transaction Tj receives an update message, it sets its Update.message to the
new value. Now, a check for deadlock is performed. If a deadlock is not detected then the
update message is forwarded. Otherwise, deadlock is declared and deadlock resolution is
initiated.
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The transaction detecting the deadlock is chosen as the one to be aborted. This trans
action sends a clear message to the transaction(s) holding its requested data object. It also
allocates every data object it held to the first requester in its Incom ing.Edge and enqueues
remaining requesters to the new transaction.
The transaction receiving the clear message purges the tuple in its Incom ing.Edge
having the aborting transaction as an element.
{ T ran sactio n T; m akes a lock_request fo r d a ta o b je c t Dj}
b eg in
send lockjrequest{Ti) for D j;
set State(Ti) to waiting;
wait for reply;
if granted th e n begin
Locked.by{Dj) := T,-;
set State(Ti) to active;
e n d {if}
else {suppose Dj is being used by transaction Tj}
b egin
set State(Ti) to blocked;
add Tj to Outgoing-Edge[T{)]
send update(Tj) to every element of Incom ing.Edge{T{);
en d ; {else}
end;
{ D a ta o b je c t Dj receiv in g a lock_request(T j)}
b egin
if Locked-by(Dj) = nil th e n
send granted to T:else begin
send not.granted(Tj) to T,-;
add (T{,Dj) to Incoming^Edge{Tj);
en d ; {else}
en d ;
{ T ran sactio n Tj receiv in g a n u p d a te (T j) m essage}
b eg in
Update.message(Tj) := T,-;
if {IncomingJEdge{Tj) ^ n il) th e n
if {{Outgoing-Edge{Tj) D Incom ing.Edge{Tj) = nil) a n d
{Updatejmessage{Tj) € any of the tuples of Incom ing-Edge{Tj)) th e n
send update{Update.message) to every element of Incoming-Edge{Tj)
else b egin
DECLARE DEADLOCK;
{initiate deadlock resolution}
{Tj is chosen as the transaction to be aborted}
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{Tj releases all the data objects it holds}
send clear(Tj) to every element of Outgoing.Edge(Tf)\
allocate each data object D{ held by Tj to the first requester
Tfc in Incom ing-Edge{Tj);
fo r every transaction T/ in Outgoing.Edge(Tj) requesting data object
D{, add (Ti,D{) to IncomingJEdge(Tk)\
end; {else}
end;
{ T ran sactio n
receiv in g a clear(T j) m essage}
begin
purge the tuple having T j as the requesting transaction from Incom ing.Edge(Tk);
end;

2 .3 .3

P r o o f o f C o rrectn ess

T h e o re m 2.2 All true deadlocks are detected.
P ro o f: Assume a cycle could be created such th at a deadlock would not be detected.
Clearly, a simple cycle with only two transactions involved cannot satisfy the assumption,
because Incom ing.Edge fl Outgoing.Edge

nil. So, the cycle must have more than two

transactions. Suppose a transaction T,- makes a request which creates a cycle. 2} will be an
element of some Incom ing.Edge(Tj), T,- will begin to propagate an update message. Let
Update.message(Ti) be equal to Tj. Since a cycle exists, all the Incom ing.Edge sets will
have at least one element. At some point, Tj will receive update message and will propagate
it to all elements of its Incom ing.Edge. Now, a deadlock is detected. Therefore, the initial
assumption cannot be true. So, all true deadlocks are detected.
End of Proof
T h e o re m 2.3 No false deadlocks are detected.
P ro o f: As has been described earlier, if there are no cycles, the update message stops
at the transaction having an empty Incom ing.Edge. If there was a cycle, then either
(Outgoing.Edge(Tj) fl Incom ing.Edge(Tj) = nil) or {Update.message{Tj) is an element
of some tuple of Incom ing.E dge(T j)) would have been true, thus making Tj to declare the
deadlock. Hence, the proposed algorithm prevents the declaration of false deadlocks.
End of Proof
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2 .3 .4

A n E x a m p le

Consider a distributed database with seven transactions as shown in Figure 2.9. The
table in Figure 2.9 gives the details of the sets Incom ing.Edge and Outgoing-Edge. At this
instance, there are no update messages. As shown in the figure, a process can have multiple
outstanding requests for resources. As the processes join the system, they initiate update
messages. But no cycle is formed. Hence these processes cannot declare any deadlock.
Suppose, Tq makes a request for data object currently held by T\. This request will
create two cycles, one involving transactions Tj, T2 , I 3 , T5 , 26, and 2\ and the other in
volving transactions T \, I 2 , T4 , T5 , Te, and T\ as shown in Figure 2.10. Once D \ sends a
not.granted(T\) message back to the request from 26, and the respective Incoming-Edge{T\)
and Outgoing-Edge(T 6 ) are updated, 26 initiates an update message with 2 \ as its parame
ter and sends it to the process in its Incom ing.Edge (in this case T5 ). I 5 checks for possible
occurrence of deadlock and forwards the update message to T3 and T4 . The process of for
warding continues until the message reaches T 2 . T 2 while checking for occurrence of deadlock
finds that Update.message(T 2 ) is an element of a tuple of Incom ing.Edge(T 2 ) and declares
deadlock. Now T 2 is chosen as the transaction to be aborted. T 2 releases all data objects it
holds (if any) and sends a clear message to all transactions in its Outgoing.Edge. Each of
the transactions in Outgoing.Edge(T 2 ) purges the tuple containing T2 as an element from
its corresponding Incom ing-Edge1?,. Then each of the data objects held by T2 is allocated
to the first requester in the Incom ing-Edge(T 2 ). In this case, if T2 held any data object,
it is allocated to 2\ if that particular data object was requested by T\ . If there were more
than one element in the Incoming-Edgel^T-i) requesting the same data object, then the
remaining transactions are put in the Incom ing-Edge of the transaction th a t now received
the data object.

2.4

Sim ulation

About the performance of the distributed deadlock detection algorithms, very little has
been reported. Most of the papers discuss the performance issues analytically and the per
formance is discussed in terms of only the number of messages, storage, and delay involved
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in detecting a deadlock. The number of messages involved in detecting a deadlock depends
on the number of sites involved in the deadlock cycle and also on the frequency of initiating
the deadlock detection algorithm. If the computation is initiated rarely, the delay involved
in detecting the cycle would increase and the throughput of the system decreases.
There are many ways in which the simulation of the distributed deadlock detection
algorithms can be done. One of the ways being to implement them on a real system, which
would be very expensive and time consuming. Another way is to evaluate their performance
by simulating a distributed environment. We study the performance of the algorithms by
implementing them under a distributed environment and testing the algorithms for various
sets of values. Our method assumes no limitations on the processing capabilities.
The problem with all the three algorithms considered is that if the initiator of the
deadlock message (or probe message) is outside a cycle, this particular cycle is not detected
by this message. In Chandy, et. al.’s algorithm[3] and Algorithm 2.2 it is assumed that
eventually one of the processes in this cycle would initiate a deadlock message and the cycle
is detected, whereas in the case of Choudhary, et. al.’s algorithm[5], a probe is initiated
only when an antagonistic conflict occurs. Readers are referred to the papers [3, 5] and
Algorithm 2.2 (Section 2.2) for further details.
Algorithm

2 .2

(Section

2

.2 ) detects a cycle when only two processes are involved in a

cycle and the initiator of the find.deadlock message is outside the cycle.

2 .4 .1

M e th o d

The implementations described are running on a network of SparcStation l ’s running SunOS
4.0.3c, which is a Berkeley 4.3BSD based UNIX system. They utilize primitives built upon
the reliable and in-order message passing capabilities of the stream sockets th at are available
in 4.3BSD based UNIX. These algorithms have also been successfully executed on a Cray
Y-MP, but the results are taken from the SparcStation version.
When a process begins, it makes a list of resources that it will request. This list is chosen
randomly and is taken from all the possible resources. After this list is created, the process
initializes the operating system specific code, and waits for messages to arrive. To make
sure that all processes start requesting resources at the same time, a message is sent from a
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process which initializes the algorithm to each process indicating when to begin its requests.
Since the processes are created sequentially and some processes begin executing sooner than
others, the ‘s ta rt’ message is needed to ensure th at the quicker processes would not request
and be granted all of their resources and release them before the other transactions had
even begun, thus deadlock would never occur and the algorithms would remain untested.
This ‘s ta rt’ message is not counted as one which is related to deadlock detection. The
request, grant, wait, and release messages are not counted as deadlock related messages
(this includes the forwarded requests and releases in [3] which are discussed below). Since a
‘sta rt’ message might arrive at a process after a message from another process had arrived,
any message causes a transaction to be ‘activated’.
A transaction is a collection of requests and the computation needed by a process to fin
ish its underlying computation. Since the purpose here is to simulate deadlock algorithms,
when a transaction is granted all of its requests it immediately releases its resources. Each
transaction consists of two phases: a request phase and a release phase. During the request
phase the transaction requests a random number of resources, with the number of requests
referred to as the transaction size. If all the resources are allocated, the transaction be
gins the second phase and releases the allocated resources, but keeps exchanging messages
as needed for the algorithm. If a deadlock occurs, it is possible th at some or all of the
transactions will not reach the second phase. In the case of [3, 5], additional processes are
created to act as resource controllers. Since the processes control the resources in the case
of Section 2.2, the controller processes are not used.

2 .4 .2

I m p le m e n ta tio n o f C h an d y, e t. a l.’s a lg o rith m

The implementation of Chandy, et. al.’s algorithm[3] creates two types of processes: con
trollers and transactions. The controllers control the resources in the system and are re
sponsible for sending all but one of the deadlock related messages. The exceptional message,
the idle message, is explained in the following paragraph. When a transaction requests a
resource from a controller, the controller replies with a grant or a wait message. A resource
is granted when no other transaction holds the resource. If the resource is already held by a
transaction then a wait is sent to the requester. Each transaction is assigned to a controller
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and becomes a local transaction for that controller. If a transaction requests a resource
that its controller does not control then the controller forwards the request to the proper
controller with the reply routed through the requesting transaction’s controller. As far as
the transactions are concerned, their controller controls all the resources in the system. Not
only does this simplify coding of the transaction, it gives each controller more information
about the state of its local transactions.
The only message sent to the controller by the transaction th at is related to deadlock
detection is the idle message. A transaction sends the idle message when it has received
a grant or wait for each request and the number of wait messages received is greater than
zero. The transaction does not, however, send the idle message as soon as it becomes idle.
It waits for an amount of time, T [14], so that it can be reasonably sure that it will not
receive grants for the remainder of its pending requests. The time to wait to send the idle
message is set to a value that is dependent on the environment. Each time a grant message
is received, the timer is reset to its original value, in case the grant is the precursor of several
resources released at once by a completed transaction.
The controllers only initiate a probe computation when they have received a release or
an idle message from every local transaction and at least one transaction is idle. When the
controller knows the status of all the transactions, it begins the probe computation on behalf
of all the local transactions th at sent an idle message. An additional process is created to
count the number of messages needed to detect deadlock. The information is only collected
by this process when messages are no longer being sent or received, which can occur if
there is a deadlock amongst all the uncompleted transactions or if all the transactions have
committed.
Each controller keeps a list of transactions for each local resource that are waiting on
the resource. The first transaction in the list is the transaction that currently holds the
resource and has been sent a grant message. If the resource is released by the holder the
next transaction is sent a grant (through its controller if it is a remote transaction). A list
is kept th a t indicates which transactions are waiting on local transactions and which local
transactions are waiting on remote transactions. The idle messages received are also kept
in a list until the controller has received either an idle message or a release message from
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every transaction.
The implementation employs the use of two message types not given in [3]. The mes
sages are used to update the information held by a transaction regarding the release and
subsequent grant to the next transaction waiting for the resource, referred to as the new
holder. The first message informs the controller of the new holder of the transactions that
are waiting on it to release the resource. The controller needs this information to correctly
handle the receipt of a probe message. The second message type informs the controllers
of the processes that are waiting on the new holder. This information is needed for the
initiation of the probe computation.

2 .4 .3

I m p le m e n ta tio n o f C h ou d h ary, e t. a l.’s a lg o rith m

The implementation of Choudhary, et.al’s algorithm[5] creates two types of processes: data
managers and transactions. The data managers control the resources and the transactions
attem pt to allocate the resources by sending request messages to the d ata manager, as
in the [3]. However, the transactions in [5] are more aware of their environment. They
participate extensively in the deadlock detection algorithm and they must send resource
requests directly to the data manager which controls the resource. When a transaction
waits for a reply (either grant or wait) for a request, it does not make additional requests.
When a wait is received it determines itself to be idle and sends a copy of its probe queue
to the data manager that sent it the wait message as given in [5]. The deadlock resolution
portion of the algorithm is not implemented to ensure that the results are similar to other
implementations which do not have a means of resolution. As in the implementation of
[3], an additional process is used to count the number of messages sent th at are used for
deadlock detection.
Each data manager keeps a list of transactions for the resource it manages with the first
transaction in the list being the holder of the resource. A list of the victims of a deadlock
resolution is also kept by the data manager so th at when a probe message is received by
the transaction it can be ignored. Each process keeps a list of the probe messages that it
has received so it can resend them to each data manager that sends it a wait message.
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2 .4 .4

I m p l e m e n t a ti o n o f A lg o r ith m 2.2

The implementation of Algorithm 2.2 utilizes only one type of process. This process must
control one resource as well as act as a transaction that must allocate resources. The
transaction makes multiple requests which are replied to with either a grant or a wait
message. A transaction will initiate a probe (find.deadlock) message only after it becomes
idle, when it receives a wait or grant for every request and at least one wait. It then waits
to be reasonably certain that it will not receive grants causing it to no longer be idle. If
the transaction does not receive more grants before the wait time is completed, it will send
probe messages to each of the transactions on which it is waiting, starting the deadlock
computation. This implementation also utilizes an additional process to collect information
about how many messages are needed to detect deadlock (if any).
Each process keeps a list of transactions th at are waiting on the resource controlled by
the process. As before the transaction th at is first in the list holds the resource.

2 .4 .5

P a ra m e te rs

In this subsection, we briefly describe the parameters of the simulation of the three deadlock
detection algorithms.
I n p u t P a r a m e te r s
N o. o f S ites This parameter represents the total number of sites (controllers) in the dis
tributed database system.
N o. o f R eso u rces The number of resources in the total system.
N o. o f T ra n sa c tio n s This parameter denotes the total number of transactions in the
system at any time.
O u tp u t P a r a m e te r s
N o. o f M essag es fo r D eadlock d e te c tio n The parameter represents the number of mes
sages involved in detecting a deadlock, if any in the system. This includes the local
and intersite messages.
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A v erag e D ead lo ck L en g th When a deadlock is detected, there involves at least two
transactions (processes). This parameter gives the average deadlock length for cycles
of different lengths.

2 .4 .6

R e s u lts

In this section, we present the results of the simulation of the three algorithms considered.
Due to the processing limitations, our test cases were executed for a maximum of 100
concurrent transactions. The tests were performed with various sets of input data, with
each set of values tested several times to attain the average performance, which was plotted
on a graph. Our tests were conducted mainly by varying the average transaction size. Some
more tests are currently being performed.
The graphs are plotted using the packages spline and xgraph. Due to the scaling limi
tations, the graphs of [5] are given separately from those of [3] and Algorithm 2.2.
Figures 2.11 and 2.12 show the number of messages involved in detecting the cycles
(if any) plotted against the average transaction size (The transaction size is the average
number of requests per transaction). As seen from Figure 2.11, Algorithm 2.2 takes far few
messages for higher transaction sizes compared to Chandy, et. al.’s algorithm[3].
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No. of Messages vs. Average Transaction Size
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Figure 2.11: Number of Messages vs. Average Transaction Size
for Chandy, et. al. and Algorithm 2.2
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No. of Messages vs. Average Transaction Size
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Figure 2.12: Number of Messages vs. Average Transaction Size
for Choudhaiy, et. al.’s algorithm
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2.5

Conclusion

Primitive state collection process can lead to the detection of false deadlocks, since the
collected global state may be an inconsistent one. Such algorithms are therefore of little
practical use in distributed deadlock detection. By propagating the probe signals along the
edges of the waitfor graph, a process can derive consistent information about the terminal
state. The algorithms [3, 9] belong to the latter category. The proposed algorithms are
also based on the concept of chasing the edge of the waitfor graph, and has similarity with
the work in [3]. The emphasis of the algorithms however lies in the foundation of a strong
signalling mechanism used in a supervisory capacity.
Every signal in Algorithm 2.2 is treated as an interrupt, and the prioritization of these
signals (Figure 2.4) leads to a better coordination of the various messages which might
originate from multiple initiator nodes. The proposed algorithm (Algorithm 2.2) detects
deadlock even when a subset of processes have entered into a deadlock. Careful thoughts
were given to the assignment of priority levels to the different signals. For example, life
would have been simpler if release were given the lowest level priority. However, it was given
the highest priority because a last minute release might probably enable a node to send an
ack[false] instead of an ack[true] thereby preventing a possible false deadlock detection.
However, a different way to optimize these signals is not ruled out.
In Algorithm 2.3, probe messages are not used to detect deadlock. The function of
update message is two fold : first to modify the Update.message variable, then to check the
occurrence of deadlock. Also, as there is no single central site involved to maintain global
information, the system described here is less prone to failure. In the worst case, the overall
message complexity of the above algorithm is

0

(mn), where m is the maximum number

of resource requests made by any transaction, and n is the number of transactions in the
system. Possible extensions to the algorithm could easily tackle the problems of shared and
exclusive locks.
In comparison with other deadlock detection algorithms, the proposed algorithms have
the following advantages:
1. The process detecting the deadlock cycle immediately broadcasts, thus reducing the
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message complexity and detecting the most frequent deadlocks.
2. The proposed algorithm takes far few messages for higher transaction sizes compared
to Chandy, et. al.’s algorithm[3].
3. Since no central site is involved to maintain the global information, the graph is less
prone to failure.
The performance results for three distributed deadlock detection algorithms are also
presented. The purpose of this simulation was to study the performance issues of Algorithm
2.2 compared with two other well-known algorithms. Most of the existing papers discuss
the performance issues analytically in terms of the number of messages, storage, and delay
involved in detecting a deadlock. One common problem th at was noticed with all the
three algorithms considered was th at if the initiator of the probe (find.deadlock) message is
outside the cycle, then this cycle goes undetected with this particular message. In a special
case, Algorithm 2.2 detects such a cycle.
The implementation results show that in many situations (especially the number of
messages involved in detecting the cycles), Algorithm 2.2 performs much better compared to
Chandy, et. al.[3] and Choudhary, et. al.[5]’s algorithms. Due to the processing limitations,
our test cases were executed for a maximum of

1 0 0

concurrent transactions.
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Chapter 3

DEADLOCK PREVENTIO N
This chapter deals with a new method of preventing deadlocks in resource sharing for
distributed systems.

The algorithm[7] is based on the notion of coloring the nodes of

the waitfor graph, and is built on a signalling mechanism which can be implemented on
an underlying routing protocol. This algorithm supports multiple resources and multiple
outstanding requests. Proof of correctness of the algorithm is also presented.

3.1

R elated Work

Minoura[31] gives complete details about the work done in deadlock prevention in central
ized shared memory systems. In the distributed environment a lot of papers have been
published in the area of deadlock detection than prevention. Readers interested in deadlock
detection papers are referred to surveys in [10, 26, 35]. The problem th at arises in the case
of deadlock prevention algorithms with a centralized memory systems is that if the central
site fails then the entire system breaks down. As discussed in [10, 26, 35], in many of the
deadlock detection and prevention algorithms, some deadlocks are never detected which
defeats the purpose of such an algorithm, while some algorithms detect false deadlocks thus
increasing the number of rollbacks, and some other algorithms adopt an overcautious ap
proach in handling the resource requests leading to unnecessary rollbacks. Some of these
algorithms use resource ordering [16], process numbering, priorities of processes [33]. In
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[25], a scheme similar to the dynamic priority based scheme is used. The rollback decision
is made on the ranking of the nodes of the waitfor graph. The reranking of the node is done
dynamically. But this scheme may still cause unnecessary rollbacks due to the inconclusive
decision about possible reranking of the nodes.

3.2

B asic Concepts

The processes on these sites can use resources or share information local to them or available
over the network. The processes may request for resources in any order which is not known
a priori.

The requested resources may be available or locked by other processes, thus

building a graph called wait-for graph. More precise explanation of such graphs was given
in Section 2.2.2. Prevention of deadlock amounts to the prevention of the occurrences of
cycles in the waitfor graph.
In our algorithm each process pk maintains three variables: one queue and two sets.
These are defined below:
D efin itio n 5 A resource-queue o f a process pk contains the processes waiting for and using
the resource owned by pk- This queue is maintained in first-in-first-out order.
The function head (resource-queue) returns the process using the resource and the func
tion tail (resource-queue) returns the process which made the request most recently (hence
forth referred as last process). Note th at one process owns maximum one resource. This
assumption is made to simplify the algorithm. The WFG would be very complicated for
the case of multiple resources owned by a process. At this point, we introduce the concept
of the color of a node. Every node in the waitfor graph has a color which is an element
of the set of process numbers { 1

,2

, 3 , . . . , n} in the universe of processes, and is defined as

follows:
D efin itio n

6

A wait-set of a process pk is a set of tuples o f the form (pi,Pj) where pi is

the process that has requested for a resource from pj, and pk is the last process in the queue
waiting for the resource held bypj .
The wait-set is used to build the WFG.
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Figure 3.1: The building of a waitfor graph, (a) p\ requests for a resource owned by p^. (b)
This resource is currently being used by pj and p$ is the last process in the queue for this
resource, (c) p$ sends an ack to p^.

D efin itio n 7 A dependent-set of a process contains all the owners (processes) o f the re
sources it has requested. Once a resource is granted, the owner of that resource is deleted
from the dependent-set.

3 .2 .1

B u ild in g a sig n a llin g m ech a n ism

Building of the signalling mechanism differs as the data structures are quite different from
the deadlock detection algorithms.
When a process p,- needs a resource owned by another process pj, it sends a request to
pj and sets up a provisional arc from p, to pj. If the resource is available, then the request
is granted to p,• and the provisional arc is removed. If on the other hand, the resource is
not available, then a message is forwarded to the last process pk which requested for that
resource, and the provisional arc from p, to pj is converted to a provisional arc from p; to
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P k-

The process

pk

eventually decides whether it would allow p,- to wait for th at resource.

A positive decision is communicated to
p j,

and the provisional arc from

sends an
the

a c k fr e q u e s t]

d e p e n d e n t-s e t

pi

to

ack

(acknowledgment) signal via

is converted to a true arc from p,- to

pk

to p,-, a tuple (p,-,

by sending an

pi

p j)

is included in

of p,-. If the decision is negative, then a

p k 's w a it - s e t
nack

and

pk-

pj

When

pk

is added to

(no acknowledgment) signal

is sent to p; via pj. The provisional arc from p,- to p* is removed, and p,- rolls back.
Figure 3.1 shows building of a WFG using the signalling mechanism. The request made
by P4 to P3 creates an arc (p4 , ps) in the WFG. One new tuple (p4 , P3 ) is included in ps’s
w a it-s e t

and p3 is added to the dependent-set of P4 .

0
P2
(a)
Figure 3.2: Example of a process rollback, (a) process
process P3 . (b) process pi rolls back.

In Figure 3.2, pi makes a request to

pz-

p\

makes a request for a resource to

Ps sends a

nack

to pi, thus causing pi to

rollback. So pi releases all its resources and cancels all its requests. After a certain amount
of time, pi can restart.
The communication of the

request

and the

ack

or

nack

signals between a pair of processes

is thus channelized through the owner of the concerned resource. The waiting processes
maintain the

d e p e n d e n t-se t

containing the processes from which it has requested for the

resources. When a process completes using a resource, it sends a

r e le a s e

signal to the owner

of that resource, which acknowledges it and reallocates that resource. This results in the
removal of an arc in the WFG. A release signal is also sent when a process is preempted
due to any reason. One of the ways a process can be preempted is by rollback.
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L em m a 3.1 In any deadlock prevention algorithm if the maximum claims o f the processes
are not known in advance, process rollback is unavoidable.
Proof: No specific strategy about requesting for resources can be formulated if the
claims of the processes are not known a priori. In this environment, a process p,• can wait
for another process pj if the resource needed by pi is currently being used by pj. However,
process pj may also need some resource which is currently being used by process p,-. To
prevent a deadlock, obviously one of these two processes has to rollback.
End o f Proof
The pair of signals request, ackfrequest] or nackfrequest] constitutes an atomic action in
as much as every process receiving a request defers the decision about a subsequent request
until it has sent the corresponding ack or nack signal.
At this point, we introduce the concept of the color of a node. Every node in the waitfor
graph has a color which is an element of the set of process numbers { 1 , 2 , 3 , . . . , n) and is
defined as follows:
D efinition

8

In a WFG, the color o f a terminal node is the process number corresponding

to that node. For all other nodes, the color is the same as the color o f its successor node in
the graph. I f a node has more than one successor, then the highest color of the successors
is the color o f this node.
Figure 3.3 shows the color of each node in the sample waitfor graph.
Note 1: A node could also choose the lowest color of its successors as its color.
The above Definition

8

makes an additional assumption th a t each node in the WFG

knows its color. How does a node know about its current color? This calls for two additional
signals in the signal repertoire of each process: get color and ackfcolor]. Colors are not static
- everytime an arc is created or removed in the waitfor graph, the color of many processes
could change. It is important to observe that when a process has to make a decision
about sending an ack or a nack in response to a request, it should not depend on the stale
information about its own color, but try to collect the latest information. Therefore, prior
to such a decision, a process issues a get color signal to its successor nodes. This signal
eventually propagates upto the present terminal nodes of the WFG to which the process
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Figure 3.3: A waitfor graph with each node labeled by its present color.

belongs. An active process receiving a request for a resource propagates a get color signal
in its WFG. If the node has not yet received a reply (ackfrequest] or nack[requestj) for its
request, it marks its own number as the color of the requesting node, and sends it with
the help of an ackfcolor] signal back to the node which issued the get color signal. To
avoid complications, consider the pair of signals (get color, ack[colorJ) to constitute another
atomic operation.
A process can be in one of three states: active, inactive and executing. A process said
to be active if a process in the WFG has made a request for a resource and has not received
any response yet. A process is said to be inactive if no process in the WFG has made a
request. A process is in the executing state if it has no outstanding request, i.e., has no
outgoing edges in the WFG.
Note 2: Only the terminal nodes can be in the executing state.
Note 3: A terminal node is in both active and executing state if it has no outstanding
request and some other node in the WFG has made a request.
Note f: A terminal node is in both inactive and executing state if it has no outstanding
request and no node in the WFG has made a request.
Finally, before sending a request, the node sends an activate signal to all nodes in its
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WFG. Only after the corresponding ack[activate] signal is received from all the nodes in
th at WFG, the request is made. After a node receives an activate signal, it becomes active
and remains in th at state, until it receives a deactivate signal. The deactivate signal is sent
by the requesting node to all nodes in the WFG when it receives either an ackfrequest]
or a nackfrequest] in response to its own request. Each node confirms the deactivation by
returning an ackfdeactivate] signal up the WFG back to the requesting node, and switches
to the inactive state. The activation and the deactivation can be conveniently performed
using the algorithm due to Dijkstra and Scholten[9], where signals and acknowledgments
propagate along the edges of the waitfor graph.
The set of signals introduced so far can be summarized as follows:
1

. request, ackfrequest] or nackfrequest]

2

. get color, ackfcolor]

3. activate, ackfactivate], deactivate, ackfdeactivate]
4. release, ackfrelease].
These signals are supervisory signals and are distinct from the usual interprocess com
munication signals, which are an integral part of the underlying computation.

3.3

T he A lgorithm

The crucial part of the algorithm is the generation of an ack or a nack signal in response to
a request for a resource. The foundations are laid by the following three lemmas.
L em m a 3.2 For any node in a WFG receiving a request, if the color o f the requesting node
is the same as the color of its own (the node receiving the request), then sending an ack
signal may create a cycle.
Proof: If the requesting and the requested nodes have the same color, these two nodes
belong to the same WFG. If an ack is sent to the requesting node, one new edge will be
formed in the same WFG. This new edge will create a cycle if there exists a directed path
from the requested node to the requesting node in the original WFG (before the new edge
is formed).
End of Proof
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Remark 1: I f the color of the requesting and the requested node are the same, sending an
ack will not create a cycle if there is no directed path from the requested node to the requesting
node in the WFG, all paths containing these nodes were directed from the requesting node
to the requested node.
From Lemma 3.2 and Remark 1, it is obvious that if the color of the requesting node is
the same as the color of its own, a nack signal must be sent to prevent the occurrence of
deadlock.
L em m a 3.3 For any inactive node in a WFG receiving a request, if the color of the re
questing node differs from the color of its own, then sending an ack signal never forms a
cycle.
Proof: If there is an inactive node in a WFG, then no node in the WFG has made a
request. If this inactive node receives a request, obviously, the requesting node belongs to
a different WFG. If an ack is sent to the requesting node, it will create a new edge and
this edge will join the two WFGs. But, in no case, this new edge can form a cycle, since
minimum two edges are necessary to form a cycle between two disjoint WFGs.
End o f Proof
L em m a 3.4 For any active node in the WFG receiving a request,
(i) if the color of the requesting node is greater than the color o f its own, then sending an
ack signal, and
(ii) if the color o f the requesting node is less than its own color, then sending a nack signal
never creates a cycle.
Proof: An active node p,• in a WFG knows that some node in the WFG has sent a
request. However, p,• does not know to whom the request has been sent. If this request has
been sent to some node belonging to the same WFG to which the requesting node belongs,
then an unconditional ack might create a cycle. So, a sequential ordering among the nodes
according to their colors will avoid the cycle. The conditions (i) and (ii) allow an arc to be
formed from a node of higher color to a node of lower color and does not allow an arc to be
formed in the opposite direction. This prevents the creation of a cycle.

End of Proof
Based on the above lemmas, the detailed algorithm for deadlock prevention is
below:
P ro c e d u re s e n d .re q u e s t;
{process pj sending a request to pk; process pj wants a resource owned by pk}
b egin
send activate to every node in the WFG;
wait for ackfactivate] from every node;
send request for a resource to pk and wait for grant, ack or nack,
if grant is received th e n send deactivate signal to every node;
if ack is received th e n
begin
send deactivate to every node;
insert pk in p j’s dependent-set;
send get color, {change color since the successor is changed}
wait for ackfcolorj;
wait for the resource;
end
else if nack is received th e n
begin
send deactivate to every node;
rollback;
end;
end; {send_request}
P ro c e d u re receive_request;
{process p; receives a request for a resource from pj; pk is the owner of the resource}
begin
if pi = pk th e n {p,■is the owner of the resource}
if resource is free th e n
send grant signal
else if resource-queue not empty then
begin
forward request to tail(resource-queue);
exit;
end;
send get color,
wait for ackfcolor];
own color = max(color of processes in dependent-set);
if own color = request color th e n send nack
else
if inactive th e n send ack
else if own color < request color th e n
begin
enqueue p j in p k 's r e s o u r c e -q u e u e ;
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insert (pj,pk) in p,’s wait-set; {add an edge (pj, pf) in the WFG}
send ack;
end
else send nack;
end; {receive_request}
P ro c e d u re receive_grant;
{process pj receives a grant signal for a resource from pk}
begin
delete pk from p j's dependent-set;
send get color, {change color since the successor is changed}
wait for ackfcolorj;
if dependent-set empty th e n execute
else wait for other resources;
end; {receive_grant}
P ro c e d u re send_release;
{process pj releases a resource owned by pk}
begin
send release to pk',
wait for ackfrelease];
if 3 pi | (Pi,Pk) € P j ' s wait-set th e n remove (Pi,Pk) from wait-set;
{remove the the edge (pi,pj) from the WFG}
end; {send_release}
P ro c e d u re receive_release;
{process pk receives a release signal from pj; pk is the owner}
begin
dequeue pj from resource-queue;
send ackfrelease] to p y
if resource-queue not empty th e n send grant to head(resource-queue);
end; {receive_release}
P ro c e d u re rollback;
{process pj has to rollback}
begin
for every process pk in p j’s dependent-set
call send.release; {remove all requests}
for every owner pk of the resources held by pj
call send-release; {release all resources}
end; {rollback}

Note 5: A node sends a request to the owner (process) of the desired resource and then
this request message is forwarded to the last process in the resource.queue of the owner (see
Section 3.2.1). So, a node receiving a request signal may be in two different situations, the
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owner or the last process in the resource-queue. These two situations are reflected in the
procedure receive-request.
T h e o re m 3.1 The algorithm prevents the occurrence of deadlock.
Proof: The proof follows from lemmas 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4.

3 .3 .1

E x a m p le

Consider a distributed system consisting of ten processes. As seen in Figure 3.4, processes
P3 , P4 , Ps, P7 , and p 9 are executing at this time. p\ and p 2 are waiting for a resource from p3.
P6 and p\o are waiting for resources from ps, p-r, and pg, while pg is waiting for a resource
from pg. The colors of the processes are also shown in the figure. The dependent-set,
resource-queue and w aitset of the processes in the current state (Figure 3.4) are shown in
Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.4: Distributed system with 10 processes.

Suppose, p6 makes a request for a resource to pg (Figure 3.6). Since the colors of the
two processes are the same (9 in this case), a nack is sent to p6 (as per Lemma 3.2). This
is the case of an unavoidable rollback.
pg makes a request for a resource to pg (Figure 3.7). A cycle may occur involving
processes pg, pg, and pg (Figure 3.7), but as the colors of pg and pg are the same (9 in this
case), a nack is sent to pg, making p9 to rollback (as per Lemma 3.2).
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Figure 3.7: Creation of a cycle is avoided, pg sends a request to p&. pg sends a nack to pg
and pg rolls back (unavoidable rollback).
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Figure 3.8: Inactive node processing a request, pg sends a request to pg. pe is inactive and
sends an ack.
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Figure 3.9: Active node processing a r e q u e s t for a resource, pio sends a r e q u e s t to p $ . p \
sends an a c k . p 3 sends a r e q u e s t to p e - p e is active since pio has not sent the d e a c ti v a te
signal yet. p6 sends a n a c k to p3 and p 3 rolls back (unnecessary rollback).

The above two cases can also be handled by Lemma 3.4. p3 makes a
is

in a c tiv e

as no other node in the tree (to which

(Figure 3.8). As per Lemma 3.3,

pe

sends an

pe

to

belongs) has already sent a

signal to

ack

request
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p e - Pe
request

, thus combining the two

W FG ’s into a single WFG.
pz

and pio simultaneously makes a

(Figure 3.9).

p\

to the

made by pi 0 sends a

request

request

for resources from

processes the request and sends an
nack

signal to

pz

ack

pe

and P4 , respectively

signal to pio, while p6 ,

(as per Lemma 3.4).

pz

a c ti v e

due

releases all the

resources it held and cancels all its requests for resources and rolls back (again a case of an
unnecessary rollback). The situation after pz rolls back is shown in Figure 3.10.

3.4

Starvation

The algorithm is not free from starvation. Consider a system as shown in Figure 3.11.
According to Lemma 3.4, p3 sends an
successor (p3). p3 receives a
sends a

nack

grant

ack

to

signal from

pe

p&.

and

p&

changes its

pe

changes its

due to its new

c o lo r
c o lo r

again. Before

signal to p3, p6 makes a new request to p3. So, obviously p3 starves.

One approach to solve the problem is to associate a timestamp variable,
each node,

pe

tim e s ta m p

tim e s ta m p

with

is implemented in such a manner that the following condition is
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Figure 3.10: The situation after p^ rolls back.

always true:
C l: timestamp(i) > timestamp (successor (i)).
This condition is enforced by including the timestamp variable’s value in the get color
and ackfcolor] signals. When the ack[color] signal starts propagating from the terminal
node to its predecessors, timestamp of the predecessors is set to l+timestamp(successor).
When an active node i receives a request from a node j and their colors are different,
i sends an ack only if timestamp(j) < timestamp(i). When j receives the ack signal, j
sets its timestamp to 1+ timestamp(i). Then j sends its its new value of timestamp to its
predecessors by using the get color and ack[color] signals to satisfy the condition Cl.
The only change in the algorithm is made in the procedure receive.request. The modified
version of the procedure receive.request is given below:
P ro c e d u re receive_request;
{process pi receives a request fo r a resource from pj; pk is the owner of the resource}
b egin
if pi — pk th e n {pi is the owner of the resource}
if resource is free th e n send grant signal
else if resource-queue not empty th e n
begin
forward request to tail(resource-queue);
exit;
end;
send get color,
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Figure 3.11: An example to show starvation. Process ps starves.

wait for ackfcolor];
own color = max(color of processes in dependent-set);
if own color = request color th e n send nack
else if inactive th e n send ack
else if request timestamp < own timestamp th e n
b eg in
enqueue pj in pk's resource-queue;
insert (pj,pjt) in p;’s wait-set; {add an edge (pj, p,-) in the WFG}
send ack;
end
else send nack;
end; {receive.request}
Lemma 3.4 should be changed as follows:
L em m a 3.5 For any active node in the WFG receiving a request,
(i) if the timestamp of the requesting node is less than its own timestamp, then sending
an ack signal,
(ii) if the timestamp of the requesting node is greater than its own timestamp, then sending
a nack signal, and
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(Hi) if the timestamp of the requesting node is identical to its own timestamp, then using
process numbers as tiebreakers
never creates a cycle.
Proof: Similar to the original Lemma 3.4.
L em m a 3.6 For any active node in the WFG receiving a request, if the timestamp of
the requesting node is less than its own timestamp, then sending an ack signal prevents
starvation.
Proof: Let two processes i and j send request to each other, and timestamp(i) < timestamp(j). So, j sends an ack to i and then j changes its timestamp to l-htimestamp(i). Now,
timestamp(j) < timestamp(i). Note th at this relationship between the two timestamps only
changes when any one of them sends another request to the other process. Even if i sends
another request to j, j will not send an ack since timestamp(i) > timestamp(j). So, it is
process f s turn to receive an ack from i. Hence the starvation is prevented.
End o f Proof

3.5

Performance

3 .5 .1

P r o c e s s R o llb a ck

A primary performance criteria of deadlock prevention algorithms is to minimize process
rollbacks to the best extent possible. The present algorithm is not free from unnecessary
rollbacks, but process rollback has been advocated with great restraint. There are two
situations where unnecessary rollback may occur. One situation arises in a special case of
Lemma 3.1 and is stated in Remark 1. This situation is also shown in Figure 3.6. The
second situation of unnecessary rollback occurs in a special case of Lemma 3.4 and is shown
in Figure 3.9. The amount of unnecessary rollbacks can be reduced if the complete chain
of predecessors and successors are maintained at each node. This will increase the required
space and the amount of work to update the variables at each node. However, the amount
of unnecessary rollback is significantly less compared to existing algorithms like [25, 33].
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3 .5 .2

C o m p le x ity

This algorithm supports multiple resource requests. Assume th at there are at most n
processes. In the worst case, each of the operations activate, get color, deactivate and the
sending of their corresponding acknowledgments would involve sending n messages. The
operations request and release have constant overheads. Therefore, the overall message
complexity of this algorithm is O(n). If a process makes a sequence of calls as activate,
ack[activate], request, ackfrequest], grant, release, ackfrelease], the constant factor of the
message complexity (O (n)) can be high (4 to 6). But, Bernstein, et.alfl] have found that
for most applications, over 90% of the WFG cycles can be expected to be of length 2. So,
the message complexity in our algorithm will not be high in most of the situations.

3 .5 .3

R ecovery

Under normal circumstances, only the terminal node(s) of a tree is eligible to release re
sources. An unpleasant situation might occur if a nonterminal (i.e., waiting) node is pre
empted due to some reason. In such a case, a node waiting for an acknowledgment signal
suddenly becomes a terminal node and is unable to receive the acknowledgments. Two
typical situations are illustrated in Figure 3.12. Here the node p\ after receiving a request,
has issued a get color signal which propagated upto the terminal node p\. But, meanwhile
the node p 7 has been preempted. How would the ackfcolor] signal come back to p\1 The
recovery action is as follows:
• If a node waiting for ackfcolor] becomes a terminal node, then it returns its own
process number as the ackfcolor] signal. If a non-initiator node waiting for ackfcolor]
becomes an initial node, then it simply absorbs the ackfcolor] signal and ceases to
take any further action.
Similar situations may occur with the activate and deactivate signals also, and are sum
marized below:
• If a node waiting for ackfactivate] becomes a terminal node, then it immediately
deactivates itself and sends a deactivate signal to its predecessor node. If a node

G>—G>—-tD
p4

p5

p6

Figure 3.12: Preemption of a nonterminal node.

waiting for ackfactivate] becomes an initial node, then it activates itself and returns
an ackfactivate] signal to its successor node.
• If a node waiting for ackfaeactivate] state becomes a terminal node, then it simply
absorbs the ackfaeactivate] signal. If a node waiting for ackfaeactivate] state becomes
an initial node, then it deactivates itself and sends an ackfaeactivate] signal to its
successor node.
W ith these modifications, the proposed algorithm can cope with the dynamic nature
of the processes. The recovery action has not been included in the algorithm described in
Section 3.3.

3.6

Conclusion

The main contribution of this chapter is to show that the overcautious approaches in some
contemporary deadlock prevention techniques can be overcome at the expense of a linear
growth in the message complexity.

Most of the methods [16, 25, 33] use overcautious

approaches in handling the resource requests leading to unnecessary rollback. The concept
of color plays a key role in avoiding the unnecessary rollback. The overhead of messages to
build the signalling mechanism may not be substantial in more than 90% of the applications
since the length of the cycle will be only 2 [1]. As explained in [31], lot of research work
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is carried out in the field of deadlock prevention with a centralized shared memory system.
The main problem with a centralized approach is vulnerability to failure at the single central
site. Menasce[29] and Obermarck[32] have come up with algorithms in decentralized systems
for fault recovery. In the above algorithm, we do not deal with fault recovery. In contrast
to the definite ranking of the nodes [25], the above proposed algorithm handles nodes in
any order. As explained in Knapp[26] and Elmagarmid[10] the problem of stale information
leading to false deadlocks in Menasce[29] and Obermarck[32], is overcome in the proposed
algorithm by using colors. Also, the coloring of the nodes helps in avoiding unnecessary
rollbacks to a certain extent.
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Chapter 4

CONCLUSIONS
This thesis deals with a very important problem in distributed systems - deadlock. Two
im portant aspects of deadlock are focussed in this research - detection and prevention.
In Chapter 2 we presented two algorithms for deadlock detection and proved them to be
correct. Also, in Chapter 2, results of simulating Algorithm 2.2 with two other existing
algorithms are also presented. Results clearly indicate that in many situations (especially
the number of messages required in detecting cycles), our algorithm performs much better.
In Chapter 3 we presented a new method of deadlock preventing techniques by using colors.
The emphasis of our detection algorithms however lies in the foundation of a strong
signalling mechanism used in a supervisory capacity. Every signal is treated as an inter
rupt, and the prioritization of these signals (Figure 2.4) leads to a better coordination of
the various messages which might originate from multiple initiator nodes. The proposed
algorithm detects deadlock even when a subset of processes have entered into a deadlock.
The implementation results show that in many situations (especially the number of
messages involved in detecting the cycles), Algorithm 2.2 performs much better compared to
Chandy, et. al.[3] and Choudhary, et. al.[5]’s algorithms. Due to the processing limitations,
our test cases were executed for a maximum of 100 concurrent transactions.
In comparison with other deadlock detection algorithms, the proposed algorithms h we
the following advantages:
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1. The process detecting the deadlock cycle immediately broadcasts, thus reducing the
message complexity.
2. The proposed algorithm can detect the most frequent deadlocks with minimum mes
sage passing.
3. Algorithm 2.2 takes far few messages for higher transaction sizes compared to Chandy,
et. al.’s algorithm[3].
4. Since no central site is involved to maintain global information, the graph is less prone
to failure.
Possible extensions to the algorithms could easily tackle the problems of shared and
exclusive locks. Also, further improvements to decrease the number of sites which detect
the same deadlock needs to be done. If only one site detects the deadlock, the overhead of
recovering will be reduced, as the synchronization of deadlock recovery is not required. More
work needs to be done in the area of formal verification techniques of deadlock detection
algorithms.
In the proposed prevention algorithm, we do not deal with fault recovery. In contrast to
the definite ranking of the nodes [25], the proposed algorithm handles nodes in any order.
As explained in Knapp[26] and Elmagarmid[10] the problem of stale information leading to
false deadlocks in Menasce[29] and Obermarck[32], is overcome in the proposed algorithm
by using colors. Also, the coloring of the nodes helps in avoiding unnecessary rollbacks to
a certain extent.
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